SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ALAMEDA
Date: 2/14/2022

Dept. No. 14

Hon. MICHAEL MARKMAN, Judge

HOWARD CLARK, individually, on behalf
of all others similarly situated, and the
general public,
Plaintiff,

Case No. RG20067897
ORDER GRANTING FINAL APPROVAL OF
CLASS SETTLEMENT, CERTIFYING
SETTLEMENT CLASS, AND

APPORTIONING ATTORNEYS FEES

v.

S.C. JOHNSON & SON, INC. and DOES 1-1000,
Defendants.

I.

OVERVIEW

Plaintiff Howard Clark seeks final approval of a propo
sed nationwide class action
settlement with Defendant S.C. Johnson & Son., Inc.
("SC Johnson"). The proposed settlement
imposes an injunction on all SC Johnson Windex-bra
nded home-cleaning products barring use
of the marketing claim that the products are "non-t
oxic" and provides damages to class
members. In exchange, it includes a release to SC
Johnson concerning claims that use of the
“non-toxic” marketing claim was false, deceptive,
or misleading as to those products.

The Court GRANTS final approval of the proposed
settlement. The Court finds that the
settlement is fair and reasonable. The Court also
GRANTS Plaintiff's motion for attorney's fees,
This Order includes an allocation of fees to couns
el for intervenor Michelle Moran, based on

their service to the settlement class in connection
with parallel related litigation in federal
court.
A.

Plaintiff's Claims

Plaintiff alleges that SC Johnson manufactured
and marketed a number of Windexbrand home cleaning products as “non-toxic.”
The products, however, contained several
ingredients that raise concerns of toxicity under
various standards. The allegedly toxic
ingredients in what were supposed to be "nontoxic" home-cleaning products included
2
hexoxyethanol, isopropanolamine, ammonium
hydroxide, lauryl dimethyl amine

‘oxide, sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate, butylphenyl methylpropinol,linalool,citronellol,
‘butoxypropanol, lauramine oxide, acetic acid, and sodium hydroxide,
Plaintiff seeks to represent a class of all purchasers of the Windex Products as to which
‘SCJohnson made its "non-toxic" marketing claim in the United States,
fs propose a
subclass for California citizens. Plaintiff asserts seven claims: (1) violationPlaintif
of the CLRA [CC §6
4750 et seq.| (2) violation of California's unfair competition law (B&PC §§1720
(3)
Violation of California's false advertising law (B&PC §§ 17500 et seq; (4) breach0 ofet seq,);
express
‘warranty; (5) breach of implied warranty; (6) negligent mistepresentation; and (7) fraud,
B. Procedural Context
Plaintiff and SC Johnson have agreed to a class action settlement of Plaintiffs
claims. On July 9, 2021, the Court granted the motion for prelim
approval ofthe class
action settlement. The Court also granted Intervenor’s motion toinary
ene, which it had
previously denied, so that intervenor could raise objections to the interv
settle
ment relating to
“reverse auction” concerns,

SC Johnson does not oppose the motion for final approval. Intervenor Michelle Moran,
\who is also putative class memberand is a lead plaint
iff federal class action against SC
Johnson involving substantially similar claims, opposes thein amotion
and seeks recovery of
attorneys fees.

LEGAL STANDARDS
Class action settlements must
wed and approved by the Court so as to protect
the interests of absent class members, beSeerevie
Luckey v. Superior Court (2018) 228 Cal.App.4th
81,
95 ["The court has 2 fiduciary responsibilty as guardians ofthe rights of the absen
members when deciding whether to approve a settlement agreement.”|) Califo tee class
follows @
‘two-stage procedure for court approval. Firs, the Court reviews the form of the rnia
terms
Settlement
and form of settlement notice to the cass and approves or denies preliminaryof the
approval. Later, the Court considers objections by class members and grants or denies
fval
approval. (Cal. R. Ct. 3.769.)
When evaluating class action settlements, the Court considers a number of
factors to
determine if the settlementis fair, adequate, and reasonable, These
inclu
de:
(1)
Strength of the plaintifis' case; (2) the risk, expense, complexity, and likely durat the relative
Uiigation ofthis dispute; (3) therisk of maintaining class status through tral; ion of further
(4) the amount,
Offered in settiement; (5) the extent of discovery completed and stage
of
the
the experience and views of counsel that settlement is reasonable; and (7) the proceedings (6)
of any objections to the proposed settlement. (See Wershba v. Apple Comp presence er lack
uter, ine. (2001) 81.
Cl Anpath 224, 244-85; Dunk v. Ford Motor Co, (1996) 48 Cal. App,
ath
1794,
1801.) The
Court examines the strength of the case for plaintiffs on the merits,
balanced against the

‘amount offered in settlement. (Kullarv. Foot Locker Retail, inc. (2008) 168 Cal.App.Ath 116,
130)

‘The timing of the proposed settlement in this case occurred priorto formal class
Certification, which raises concerns about an increased risk of an unfair settlement due to
collusion. As the Ninth Circuit explains, "Prior to formal class certific
there is an even
greater potential for breach of fiduciary duty owed the class during ation,
settlement. Accordingly,
such agreements must withstandan even higher level of scrutiny for evidenc
e of collusion or
other conflicts of interest than is ordinarily required ... before securing the court's
approval as
fair." (In re Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liability Litigation, 654 F.3d 935, 946 (2011) [citatio
ns
omitted.)

Signs of collusion or other potentially improper influence may include “(21) when counsel
receive a disproportionate distribution of the settlement, or when the class receives no
‘monetary distribution but class counsel are amply rewarded; (2) when the parties negotiate
a
‘clear sailing’ arrangement providing for the payment of attorneys’
fees
separa
te
and
‘from class funds, which carries ‘the potential of enabling a defendant to pay class counseapart
excessive fees and costs in exchange for counsel accepting an unfair settlement on behlalf
lass; and (3) when the parties arrange for fees not awarded to revert to defendants rather of the
‘than be added to the class func," (id. at 947 [citations and ellipses omitted},)
Intervenor's co-pending class action raises a significant red flag, which calls for further
examination. Specifically, between May and July 2020,
four other sets of plaintiffs filed
Putative class action lawsuits challenging the non-toxic labels
on Windex glass cleaners. The
lawsuits are captioned:
(2) Rivera v. S.C, Johnson & Son, nc, S.D.N.Y 1:20-cv-03588-RA, fled May 7,
2020;
(2) Moran v. S.C. Johnson & Son inc., N.D. Cal, 4:20-cv-03184-HSfiled
G, May 8, 2020;
(3) Waddell v. S.C. ohnson & Son Inc, N.D. Cal. 4:20-cv-3820-HSG, filed
June 10, 2020;
(3) Rosenberg v. S.C. Johnson & Son Inc, E.D. Wise. 2:20-ev-00869-JPS, filed
8, 2020; and
(S) Clark v. 5. Johnson & Son, Inc., Superior Court of the State of California June
for
the
County of
‘Alameda Case No, RG20067897, filed July 15, 2020.
‘The four federal cases are consolidated under federal Mult-Distrct Litigation rules
before the Honorable Haywood Gilliam in the Northern District of California
, The MDL is
aationed in re: S.C; Johnso
& nSon, Inc. Windex Non-Toxc Litigation (No. 4:20ev-03184-HS6).
Mediation in Meran/Waddell start
August 31, 2020. The mediation did not result
ina settlement. Mediation in Clark startededononSept
r 8, 2020, A retired magistrate judge
served as a mediator and helped the parties reach aembe
osed settlementon December 2,
2020. The parties amended the proposed settlement prop
on April 19, 2021.
Intervenor raises concerns that Clark's counsel engaged in a “reverse
auction’ to settle
allthe cases around intervenor's counsel, who reoresent the putative
class in the MDL. A

‘reverse auction scenario can render a proposed settlement unfair by allowing the defendant in
8 series of class actions to shop for the most favorable settlement terms among differen
_groups of plaintis’ attorneys. This can happen by contacting multiple plaintiffs’ attorneyt s or
by inducing them to compete against each other, with the low bidder among plaintiffs’
attorneys winning the right to settle with the defendant. (See generally John the
Coffee, Jr,
‘Glass Wars: The Dilemma of the Mass Tort Class Action, 95 Colum. L. Rev. 1343,C. 1354
(1995).,)
{In a fundamentally unfair reverse auction, the defendant agrees to pay generous
attorneys fees in exchange for an overall settlement amount that is low, where injunctive relief
's absent anc/or meaningless, and where the attorney appears to be breaching their duties to
the class in exchange for payment of fees, (Reynolds v, Beneficlal National Bank, 288 F.3d 277,
282 (7" Cir. 2003).)

Potential unfairness may exist whenever more than one
ction lawsuit involving
the same claims is filed. But, not every reverse auetion-lke scenarclassa
in which a defendant
settles class claims with one set of plaintiffs’ counsel and not with ioanothe
is an unfair and/or
unreasonable proposed settlement. Rather, settlements that involve ther possi
auction must be scrutinized more closely to ensure that the settlement is falr andbilitofy a reverse
Teasonable. (See In re Community Bank of Northern Virginia, 418 F.3d 27, 308 (3d Cir. 2005);
Reynolds, 288 F.3d at 283.)
ANALYSIS OF APPROVAL FACTORS
‘Strength of Pl

‘The relative strengths of Plaintifs claims favor proposed settlement. This litigation
's ata falely early stage. Based on input from Plaintifandthe
from intervenor, who has been
litigating substantially similar claims in federal court, thef CLRA,
and alse advertising
claims are relatively stcong on the merits. SC Johnson does not UCL,
ap
pe
to ar
contest its use of the
"non-toxic" labeling, The contents of the products ought not to be difi
cult
determine. Expert testimony would be required to explain why the ingredienttos alleged to
be
“non-toxic" are, in fect, “poisonous or "very harmful or unpleasant in a pervasive or
w=} (rawing from the cetionary definition of "toxic"). The presence of most (ifnot insidious
oblectionable ingredients on various regulatory lists of products of concern would all the
likely reduce
Problems associated with a battle of the experts (or else make the discussion
rather one-sided
in plaintiffs" favor),

breach of express
implied warranty, negligent misrepresentation, and
avd would be more challenging to prove,and Plaint
iffs would need to develop evidence of intent,
\would probably
be
circumstinanti . Even more challethe
ngeleme
ing,
nt of
ce would likely require an individualizednatureal
inquiry difficult to pursue on a class-wide
basis.
Plalotifhasf reason to be relatively confident in her abilty to obtain injun
ctive
‘egardtheinguse ofthe ‘non-toxic" mark
eting claim. Setting aside the more challerelief
ngiisue
ng

of reliance, Plaintiff has a strong argument that the term "non-toxic" is misleading and
‘confusing to consumers when placed on the label of household cleaning products that contain
at least a subset of the ingredients identified by Plaintiff. Any fair settlement would need to
address this issue. The proposed settlement provides immediate injunctive relief and insures
the label will not be used in the future,

‘Tne strength of Plaintiffs’ claim for monetary damages is much more difficult to assess,
That difficulty speaks to potentially serious weaknesses in Plaintiff’ claims.
Plaintif and intervenor provide conflicting evidence about the value of the class claim
for monetary damages. Plaintiff submits a declaration from Alan Goedde, an expert on.
‘damages modeling with 2 Ph.D. in Economics. Goedde opines that monetary damages can be
‘calculated by usingan analysis of unt sales and price data from sales of the products at issue
‘over two-year period, He concludes that although its theoretically possible that the “nontoxic” product labels could help SC Johnson command higher prices in the marketplace, inthis
case review of average selling prices in 2018 and 2019, demonstrates that the sales prices of
the Windex Products did not increase significantly, and, in fact, increased by less than the rate
of inflation,

ntervenor contends that Goedde's methodology is a mess, and has been rejected by a
‘number of courts in labeling cases. (See Weiner v, Snapple Beverage Corp., 2010 WL 3119452,
at “1 (S.D.NY. Aug. 5, 2010}; Gucci Am,, Inc. v. GuessInc,?,868 F. Supp. 2d 207,
234 (S.D.NY.
2012); Barton v. RCI, LLC, 2014 WL 1292236, at “1 (D.NJ. Mar. 31, 2014),) intervenor submits a
declaration from Stephan Boedeker, aso a damages modeling expert, with an MA in
Economics, Soedeker argues that Goedde's approach is flawed because he fails to "isolate the
Value ofthe ‘non-toxic’ statement when the consumers know at the point of purchase that the
‘non-toxic’ statement is not true.” Boedeker suggests a conjoint analysis, which uses a wellGrafted survey to "exolorfe] respondents’ preferences over multiple sets of choices, which
Produces rich data sets and numerous data points from which to estimate the value of the
atcribute feature of Interest." (Boedeker Decl. at para. 26.)
Other than suggesting the possibility of a conjoint analysis, however, Boedeker does not
€exolain how he might craft the survey or how one might obtain an appropriate survey sample.
Nor does Boedeker note the many other risks associated with such an approach, including the
Possibilities that either a jaded public might not place any value on a claim that a cleaning
reduct is
"non-toxic," or respondents might assume all cleaning productares "non-toxic"
ss thay have @ "toxic warning label
on them and so ascribe no valueto the claim.
at all clear th
ff could draft an appropriate survey and obtain useful data from a Its not
sufficiently large sample to allow one to draw conclusions based on it. As the Court noted in
connection with its order granting preliminary approval, the bottom line Is that obtaining
admissible survey data is extremely expensive, and there is no guarantee that the trier of fact
wil find it at all persuasive,

Boedeker criticizes Goedde's efforts to value damages based on what Goedde suggested
were comparable goods, thereby “masking the price premium with ‘apples-to-oranges’
‘comparisons, and thus grossly underestimating the economic loss to the class members.” AS
‘the Court previously noted, Boedeker still seems to be treating the "non-toxic" claim as more of
‘aclalm that the products at issue were "eco-friendly," to use his words, or perhaps even
“organic,” to use another marketing claim that has been the subject of frequent litigation, The
Court is not aware of evidence that SC Johnson was charging a true price premium for products
labeled as “non-toxic” as one might expect if it had been marketing a product as "eco-friendly"
(or “organic” or otherwise @ healthy alternative to other less-healthy/more-toxic products it or
its competitors offer.
Boedeker also opines it might be possible to use a hedonic pricing modelto assess
damages. The general concept of hedonic pricing is to break down a product
into its
‘component parts and the determine how the market values those parts, Hedonic pricing,
however, is excramely challeand
nging
models can be fairly
easy to attack, itis somewhat
similarto methodologies used in patent cases to assess damages under the entire market value
‘ule, which can and does frequently descend into a morass. (See, e.g., VimetX, Ine v. Cisco
si
Ine. (Fed. Cir. 2014) 767 F.3d 1308, 1326-27; Versata Software, Inc. v. SAP Am., Inc.
(Fes. Clr. 2013) 727 F.3d 1255, 1268.) Frequently, hedonic pricing will require obtaining
good
survey data, which is dificult and expensive, as previously noted by the Court. In situations
Invoiving the ability to substitute products, Ike cleaning products at issue in this case, hedonic
pricing may also require identifying products to compare and marketing and, once selected,
pricing data for the comparison, All ofthis requires significant effort and expense, and the
‘result is not pre-ordained, There is substantial cisk that use of the hedonic pricing model could
result in nominal damages rather than an enhanced award.

Intervenor also provides declarations from Steven P. Gaskin and Colin B. Weir,
are
damages experts. Gaskin opines that a price premium can be reliably isolated through who
a
conjint analysis, (Gaskin Decl, 12.) Both Gaskin and Weir assert that this methodology is
routinely aecezted by court to calculate class-wide damages in similar cases. (Gaskin Decl,
14; Weir Decl,
§) 33, n. 13.) Both damages experts assert that a survey
be devised to
‘measure this price premium, and based on thelr survey results, the most canconservati
price premium results in damages of $13,040,786.52to the ciass in 2029, 2020, and vethe low-end
first
wo months of 2021, and the less conservative premium shows that the class suffered damages
of $21,389,468.84, (Weir Decl, $9 68-70, Table 2; Gaskin Decl, $9] 12, 63-64 n, $2.)
SCJohnson responds to Intervencr’s objection that
ry component of the
settlement is inadequate by citing cases in which Or. Gaskin theand moneta
Mr, Welt’ conjoint analyses of
re
ied because they were flawed or inconsistent with the plaintiff's theory
of liability. SC Johnson contends that the proper measur restitution in a mislabeling case is
{the amount necessary to compensate the purchaser for etheof differe
nce between a productas
labeled and
received. (Colgan v. Leatherman Tool Group, nc., (2006)
135,
Col.App.4th662, 700.) SC Johnson argues that even ifthe court accepts Gaskin’s opinion
consumers pal 5.5% to 9.0% more for thelr products, which were about $4.00 apiece, theythat

‘would be entitledto restitution of $0.22to $0.36 for each products purchased, which is less
than the estimated amount of $0.46 that is the basis for funding the settlement. SC Johnson
also argues that the data used by Intervenor tocalculate damages was obtained from
of that date. Further, the
Information Resources, Inc,, ut no foundation is laid for the accuracy
data appears ta be based on data from sales to consumers, but SC Johnson does not sell
directly to consumers.
‘The Court concludes that the Issue of the damage suffered by the class members raises
complex and difficult issues of proof, as it explained in the order granting preliminary
‘approval. itis exceptionally
difficult to prove whether and how the use of the "non-toxic" claim
‘0n cleaning product labels, in and of itself, led to an increase in profits. As before in connection
with ts preliminary approval order, the Court agrees that there Is some merit to the criticisms
f Goedde's approach. Alternative approaches, however, are atleast as vulnerable to attack
(an perhaps even more so). Regardless of the approach used to calculate damages, proof for
‘tal will require a significant outlay
of time, effort, and funds, with no guarantee of success.
that
havea strong
her experts. The Court also finds
any joss they suffered as a result

Plaintiff does not have a strong claim for damages, and in
claim for damages in the range proposed by intervenor and.
that the sectiement adeauately compensates claimants for
ofthe misleading label.

De nsides of Further Litigation
Assessment of the risk, expense, complexity, and likely duration of further litigation of
this dispute favor the proposed settlement. The litigation is at a comparatively early stage; it
appears somewhat more progress has been made In the federal case. The case in this Court
‘would take @ yearor more to get to trial. As noted above, Plaintiff faces challenges in proving
the elements of the warranty, misrepresentation, and fraud claims; the elements of intent and
ressonable reliance may be particularly challenging to prove. As also noted above, proving
monetary damage would involve significant risk and expense. Plaintiff Clark's proposed
damages methodology is flawed, as Intervenor's expert highlights, but Intervenor's proposed
damages methodology is also potentially vulnerable to attack, depending in large part on
‘choices that must be made when crafting and deploying consumer surveys and on analyzing.
‘comparable products. Proving damages based on consumer surveys would likely be very
expensive and time consuming, and itis not clear that this approach would lead to a better
result than the damages theory proposed by Clark's expert.
Proving that i dients in Windex products labeled “non-toxic” are actually “tox
-xpert analysis and further expense. Plaintiffs also face some down-side risk that
of factmight conclude using "non-toxic" in conne
withction
a product that is free of
a Is @ reasonable marketing claim under the circumstances.
Final
the injunctive
ly reliefin the Settlement Agreement in this case would be effective
Immediately. SC Johnson has already stooped producing Windex products with a “non-toxic”

label. \f thesettlement is not approved, SC Johnson would be free to resume labeling its
‘Windex products “non-toxic.” Counsel for SC Johnson also confirmed on the recordin
‘connection with the hearing on the motion for preliminary approval that SC Johnson will not
seak to revisit use of the “non-toxic” marketing claim on the cleaning products at issue here
absent specific uldance concerning use of the claim by the FDA following further rulemaking.
The Court relies on that representation, which is @ key component to the fairneofssthe
settlement, Those reoresentations buttress the Courts conclusion that the injunctive relief
provided in the proposed settlement is real anc will benefit class memberand
s other potential
future purchasers of Windex cleaning products
isk of Mala
tus Through Tr

oclated with maintaining class status through trial favor the proposed
, Plaintiffs! warranty, misrepresentation, and fraud claims may all be difficultto
as\s. For example, the el ment
of reasonable reliance is ofte
n
a highly
“iualized inquiry, itis difficult to infe
thatrall purchasers of the "nontoxic" labeled cleaning
ducts
marketing claim. indeed, itis entirely possible that many consumers
even recall seeing that part of the label before buying product, let alone relying
‘0» the “non-toric® claim rather than some other attribute of the the
product (including other
aspects of the product
branding) in making the decision to purchase it. Second, while the CLRA,
UCL, and false advertisingare likely easier to mainontain
a class basis, SC Johnson could well
attempt
tion by using survey data gathered in connection with efforts to prove
‘damages using the conjoint analysis or hedonic pricing methodologies referenced by
Intervenor's expert

‘The proposed settlement includes a $1.3 milion Settlement Fund, which will pay claims
by clas members who submit valid claim, attorney's fees and expenses as ordered by the
court, class notice, and costs of administration, Claimants
file a valid Claim Form for
Purchases of the Products with Proof of Purchase may obtainwhoreim
emen
of uptto $1.00 per
Product purchased during the Class Period, without any imitation on burs
the number of Products
mants who file 2 valid Claim Form for purchases Products without Proof of
‘nase may obtzin reimbursement of up to $1.00 per Product ofpurcha
for up to ten
Froducts purchased curing the Class Period. This sum will not revert to sedSC Johnso
Is not
fully depleted by the claims of class members, although the parties and intervenorn alliftappea
‘agree that it will be ful y depleted. intervenor asserts that based on the number of claims rto
received, clalmants wil receive $.46 per Product purchased,
‘The proposed injunctive relief also
substantial valueto consumers of Windex
Products, Piaintff alleges inthis action that hasusing
“non-toxic” on label of Windex products
ding. SCJohnson has agreed to provide the follothe
ctive relief:
ginning within ninety (90) days after the Effective Date, SC Johnswingon injun
shall begin
‘manufacturing Products without the allegedly misleading ‘non-toxic’ claim
on the Product

labels. Within ten days ofthe Effective Date, SC Johnson will modify the content of SC Johnson's
Website(s) to correspond to the labeling changes.” The injunctive relief removes the possibility
thot the future consumers will be misied by labels claiming the ingredients are “non-toxic,”
Which isthe main type of harm claimed in this action. In addition, itis foreseeable that
withdrawing the “non-toxic” label may lead consumers to view the re-labeled product as toxic,
50 the injunction may adversely impact
SC Johnson sales of Windex. In light of the benefit to
consumers, and the down-side riskto SC Johnson of having to publicly withdraw its earlier
non-toxic" marketing claim, the economic value of the injunctive relief should not be
understated.
‘The injunctive relief provision is broad and remediates the alleged harm to consumers
that Plaintiff
claims in thls action, At the hearing
for preliminary
approval, counsel for
Betendant
re-confirmed that the injunction will bar SC Johnson from using the "non-toxi
‘marketing claim on any household cleaning products unless and until there is some material
or in law, as where the FDA adopts regulations governing the use of
thet calm anda ‘oduct complies with that new regulation.

‘The Release in the settlement agreement is not overly broad. Its limitedto “only those
claims that arise out of or relate to theallegations in the Action or Defendant's advertising,
formulation, labeling, marketing, and advertising of the Products.” (Settlement Agreement at
1.2.24.) The Released Claims do not include “any claim for damages sought for any type of
personal injury
regardlessof legal theory or the law under which such aetion may be brought.”
‘The Court interprets this to mean that only the products at Issue are covered by therelease,
and
(0 the “non-toxic” label, and the Settlementis approved based on that
ruction of the release.
Stage of Litigation,
ve, ths litigation is at an esrly stage. The parties here have not engaged in
extensive discovery, The federal case is at a more advanced stage.
of Counsel Regarding Reasonableness
Counsel for Clark has provided a declaration describing their bases for concluding
the
Proposed settlement Is reasonable. Counsel for intervenor vehemently disagrees, The Courtis.
Not particularly persuaded by either set of declarations. The declarat
seem to ions
under-value
‘the injunctive reliefto which Defendant has agreed. Instead, they focus on the proposed
monetary component. That debate serves primarily to underscore the difficulty under existing
law of proving substantial damages in a product labeling case,

Objections to Settlement
Intervenor objects that the injunctive relief Is lusory and the release is overly
‘The court does not agree those objections as reasoned above,
intervenor Moran's primary objection to the proposed settlement is based on her
contention
that the settlement fund of $1.3 milion is unreasonably low when compared to the
Gemages suffered by the class, The evidence offered by Plaintiff and Intervenor
on thes issue of
tial monetary damages is discussed above. The Court does not agree with Intervenor that
tary
settlement amount is strong evidence of an unfair settlement. In addition
to the
iffculty in proving the damages claimed, which Intervenor does not acknowledge, Intervenor
bhes not ziven sufficient weight to the injunctive relief provided by the agreement, which must
bbe considered in evaluating its overall fairness,
bro:

Intervenor
argues that the circumstances surcounding the settlement support the
Conclusion that itis the product of collusion and a reverse auction scenario, which eliminates
‘the
usual presurnation that the settlement was reasonable or fair. Intervenor contends that
fier she fled her cases again
SC Johnson,
st she litigated them vigorously, including preparing
‘opposKtions to dispositive motions filed by SC Johnson, serving discovery, preparing a motion to
‘compal responses, consulting with experts regardintheg toxicity of the products, and
0 in costs to, among other things, conduct a consumer survey and conjoint
the economic loss suffe
by red
the class. She asserts that her counsel
nt more than 1,000 hours to prosecute
this action,
at she fled the first class action lawsuit involving SC Johnson's “nonaim. She asserts that after four lawsuits had been filed against SC Johnson,
fifth lewsuit that mirrors the complaints fled in the first filed cases. She points
‘0u% that
SC Johnson dia not demur or moveto strike Plaintif?’s complain
in this action,
t
‘though it had flied dispositive motions in the other cases, but instead answered. Interveneven
or
ats
‘now this action had been filed, because Plaintiff and Defendant did
ed cases and serve it on her or the other namad Plaintiffs and their
Rule 3.300(b) of the California Rules of Court:
ftervenor asserts thSCat
Johnson initially tled to reach settlement with another
"ey in Connary et al. v. .C. Johnson
& Son, lnc, Case No. RG20061675, Superior Court of
ria,
County
of Alerneda, who had filed a class-action lawsuit
g SC Johnson's
‘Method cleaning products by adding Windex products to the settleminvolvin
ent, She assert
that after
s
she fled a motion to intervene in that case, Windex was removed from
the settlement in that

‘exalains that she entered
into mediat
SC Johnson on August 31,
2020, by SC Johnson failed to convince herto accept whation shewithbeliev
was an unreasonably
low offer, She asserts that one week later, SC Johnson mediated withed Defend
was
‘eventually @ble to convince Defendantto accept the same offer that intervenorant hadandrejecte
d as
10

inadequate. She asserts that the settlement was reached on September 8, 2020, before SC
Johnson had filed an answer In this case. Intervenor asserts that SC Johnson concealed the
existence of the settlement agreement by falling to disclose that fact at a hearing in her case on
November 16, 2020, and asking for extensions of time to respond to discovery in late 2020 with
‘the Intent to refuse to respond.
Intervenor contends that Plaintiff had not conducted any discoveryto evaluate
Defendant's defenses, without confirming the reliability
of Defendant's sales figures, and
without reviewing documentation or taking depositions regarding Defendant's costs for truly
on-toxie ingredients, market research regarding the materiality of non-toxic advertising claims,
ang sales volume fluctuations for the Products with and without the non-toxic advertising
Claim, or Procuct formulations.

Johnson argues that the circumstances surraundingthe settlement do not pointto
Collusion or 2 reverse auction. It contends that it could not disclo
the settlement
se in principle
ve November 8, 2020, hearing to appoint counsel because it was not finalized
ef 2, 2020, and remained subject to mediation confidentiality obligations. SC
Johnson contends that before any of the Windex “non-toxic” label class actions were filed, the
plaintiff's counsel in the Conary case approached SC Johnson about adding Windex products
fe settlement in that ease, so the attempted settlement in that case was not the result of a
uction. SC Johnson also asserts that Plaintiff did not diligently prosecute the Moran
lawsul, but instead falled to depose SC Johnson during the seventeen months from
filing until this court issued a stay, and only moved to compel responses to discovery theafterdatethe of
inary approval ofthe settlement in this case,
has not applied any presumption favoring the proposed settlement, glven
ig to an unfair oF unreasonable reverse auction. Rather, the Court has
“square one’ in reviewingthe proposal. The Caurt concludes
sed Settlement lacks the sort of "odor of mendacity" that has caused other courtsthatto the.
to
approve proposed class settlements and PAGA settlements, as previously discussed in
i preliminary approval. (See Neutron Holdings Wage and Hour Cases (Case No.
084 (3.F. Super, Ct. Feb. 28, 2021) at 2-3 [quoting Negrete v. Allianz
Life Ins. Co. (9th
ic, 2008) 523 F.3¢ 1081, 1089 [citations omitted.)
2s negotlated the proposed settlement with the assist
of a former
ancfederal
e
‘mediator. The court gives “considerable weight to the competency
and the involvement of a neutral mediator in [concluding] that {the] and
settlement agreement representsan arm's length transaction entered without self-dealing or
ther potential misconduct." (Kullar, 168 Cal.App.4th at 129; see also in re Sutter Health
Uninsured Pric ng Cases (2009) 171 Cal.App.
495,4th
504.) in addition,
of sthe
‘eement do not indicate an attempt to maximize attorney'sthe feeterm
or other indicia of
collusion, The entirety of the circumstantial evidence of possible collusion or reverse
‘conduct, when viewed in the context ofthe terms of the Settlement Agreement, does auction
not rise
a

to e level that would support a finding of bad faith on the part of Plaintiff's counsel, ora finding
that SC Johnson did anything except mediate a reasonable resolution of the case,

Further, the amount of the proposed settlement is within the range of reasonableness
elven the case law concerning damages in a labeling case, and the injunction isa significant
Victory; its meaningful
and valuabl
to the class.
e The release is narrow. The deal lacks indicia
that it was reached at the expense
of absent class members, or other indicia of collusion or bad
feith, The terms of the Settlement Agreem
appearent
fair and reasonable, given the strength of
tthe claims against SC Johnson on the merits.

{ntervenor's claim that she incurred substantial costs and spent numerous hours
prosecuting Moran and the consolidated Moran/Waddell action is not a basis for challenging
the settlement, While the Court sympathizes with counsel, the parties have not pointed to
‘authority for the proposition
that the interests of counsel in parallel class actions are relevant
to the fairness of a class settiement. Whenever more than one class action lawsult is fled with
‘regard to a particular typa of clalm, there isan inheriskrent
to counsel in all the cases
that
another case will settle first.
FINAL CLASS CERTIFICATION

he sertlement class consists of “all persons thet, during the Class Period, both resided
inthe U
es and purchased in the United States any Product for personal and
household use and not for resale" (the "Settlement
Class"), The “class period! is “the time
Period from the date when SC Johnson initially labeled the Products as non-toxic to the date of"
th
‘The "Products" are “all Windex products with 2 ‘non-toxic formula’ label, including:
Windex
Orleinal, Windex Vinegar, Windex Ammonia-Free, and Windex Mult-Surf
Excluded
from the Settlement Cies are SC Johnson board members, SC Johnson executlve-ace."
officers,
SC Johnson attorneys, governmental entities, the Courtand the Court's Immediatelevel
family,
Staff and anyone who timely and properly excludes themselves from the Settlement Class Court
in
accordance with the procedures approved by the Court.
elve
jave opted out ofthe class and shall not be bound the terms of the
‘ent Agreement, The list of opt-outs is attached as Exhialt D to the byDeclarat
ion of Jeanne
that has been flled with Plaintiffs Motion for Final Approval.
ur hasjuriséiction aver the subject matter of this action, the parties to this
nbers of the settlement class,
at the case meets requir
for certification, (See
hem Prods. Ine. . Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 625-627 (189ements
7)
The .)
concerns of manageabilit
counsel against class certification in a trial y
din the context of settlement, (Dunk Ford Motor Co.
}p.4¢h 1794, 1807 fo. 18.) Class certification In California V,courts
is governed by
“edure section 382,

‘This Court has discretion to certify a class if it meets three criteria: "[2] the existence of an
ascertalnableand sufficiently numerous class, [2] a well-defined
nity of interest, and [3]
substantial benefits from certification that render proceeding as commu
a class superior
to the
alternatives." (Alberts v. Aurora Behavioral Care (2015) 241 Cal, App.
4th
388,
[quoting
Brinker Restaurant Corp. v, Superior Court (2012) 53 Cal, 4th 1004, 1021].) The 397"comm
of
Interest" element requires consideration of three subfactors: (1) predaminant commounity
{questions of law or fact; (2) class representatives with claims or defenses typical of n
the class;
‘and (8) class representatives who can adequately represent the class." (Id)
The proposed ciass here is sufficiently numerous. Both the California sub-class and the
nationwide
st of thousands of purchasers of
x products that had the "nonelon them, Ciass members are “ascertainable”Winde
for purposes
of a settlement as
‘ed by case jaw, though finding them must be accomplish
ed throtheug
detail
hed steps that
fully outlined in thelr proposed settiement.
rt finds that the class has sufficient common questiof ons
law and factto
Support a community of interest, elven thelr allega
tions
conce
rning
the single marketing claim
2 Issue and the lessened manageability concerns in the settlemen
conte
txt.
named
plaintif’s cla
‘ently typics! of those of the class, given the lessenedThemanag
ity
Concerns in the settle
contexme
t, becau
nt
se named plaintiff and absent class memberseabllhave
Injuries. The
named plaintiff and their counsel will be adequate
of the class. The Court further finds that ciass treatment
for settlement
vide substantial benefits that render ita superior altern
ati
to indivi
ve
dual

thatthe Settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate, The Settlementis
sumption of fairness, as was negotiated at arms’ length by counsel with the
Stance of a former faderal magistrate itjudge
as a mediator.
7-Eleven OwneforrsFair
na «
Seuthland Corp. (2003) 85 Cal, App. * 1135, 1151.(See
)
Given
(Ciewenor, however, the Court did not allow the presumption to play the concems ralsed by
Courts analy S, Plaintiffs have made a sufficient showing that the resulta significant role in the
s achieved are
cis to the class of consumers who previously purchsed
Windex products
}on-toxic”
and future purchasers of those products. Interv
has en
not or
made a
showing that the settlement is unfairto class members,
tS the Law Offices of Ro}
A. Marron, APLC, as class counsel for the
Class Counsel"),
ion is OVERRULED.

CLASS NOTICE
The Class Notice conforms with the requirements of California Code of Civil Procedure
‘section 382, California Rules of Court 3.766 and 3.769, the California and United States
Constitutions, and any other applicable law, and constitutes the best notice practicable under
tthe circumstances, by providing due and adequate notice to Settlement Class Members of the
proceedings and of the matters set forth therein. The Class Notice informed
the Settlement
Class of the terms of the Settlement, of their right to receive their proportional Settlement
Payment, oftheir right to request exclusion from the Settlement Class and the Settlement, of
hci Fight to comment upan or object to the Settlement and to appear in person or by counsel
at the final approval hearing on this date. The Class Notice satisfied the requirements of due
have named other class action lawsuits,
iddell action, so that class members would be apprised of the options
ass action lavisuits involving the sarne issues might
‘members
in deciding whether
to opt out in the context
of these cases,
ms all involve purchases of cleaning products and mostly de minimis individual
ce, the potential benefits of identifying other class actions could be
‘curwelgnee by the potential confusion crested ay including such information, and the Court is
rot persuad:
‘quiring
@ further notice be sent
to the clas is calle for by the facts
of the
sTicularly given that counsel in the other class actions has been permitted to intervene
Is casefor puraoses
of challenging the fairness and reasonableness
of the proposed
ent:
M
in
$23
30
Je
Cal

Th
‘unt Sought, $428,000, is 33% of the total fund of
using the percentage of recovery approach, the court's benchmark for fees Is.
(offtte v. Robert Half loternat. in, (2016)
1 Cal.Sth 480, 495; Schule v.
©. (2028)
27 Cal.App.Sth 1 57, 1175; Cansumer Privacy Cases (2008) 175
7 fn. 13; Choverv. Netflix, Inc. (2008) 162 Cal.App.Ath
43, 66, fr. 11.)
‘ounsol for intervenor
seek a share of the fee award and, after reflection, the Court
agrees thot
v8 to share in the award. Intervenor’s action was frstfiled; Intervenor
proverbial
ground for the Settlement. (See Harveyv.
wah Garney LAC (ND. Cal. Mar. 3, 2020 (Orrick, J.)) 2020 We 1031804
at * 20.)
intervenor obtalned injunctive relief as a concession from $C Johnson, which
of the Settlement.

of $17,470.88 in st5 to counsel for Plaintiffs
lzintif?s counsel
has provided eviden« in the Marron declaration that their outoF socket costs
2 $17,470.88.

‘The request for an award of $19,444.57in costs to counsel for intervenor is GRANTED.
{ntervenor’s counsel has presented evidence that out-of-pocket expenses through the
‘mediation of the Moran case in that amount. (See Supp. Bruce Decl, fled 12/3/21.) The Court
‘declines to award costs to counsel for Intervenor that were incurred after the mediation. The
ss benefitted from Intervenor’s work leading
up to the
ion. The costs incurred after
the mediation, however, were a calculated risk taken becausmediat
counsel believed the proposed
Settlement undervalued the case. As noted above, the Courte finds
the Settlement i fair and
reasonable; counsel's calculated risk simply
did not pan out as intervhadeno
hoped,
r and so.
the class di not obtain @ benefit associated with the post-mediati
on
costs
that
interve
nor
incurrea

Plains counsel has provided evidence that they spent approximately 640.5 hoursof
\iorkon this case, inclusing paralegal work, at a blended hourly rate of $520, for a lodestarof
$382,348.50. Plaintitf seeks @ multiplierof 1.0763, to compensate for risk involved, the
comple
and the results achieved. $382,348.50 multiplied by 1.0763 is
$411,521.69,

‘nor’s counsel has provided evidence that they spent approximately 1,103.9 hours
CF work on the Federal cases and object
anding intervening inthis case, including paralegal
Worl ata blended average hourly rate of $712, then
for a total of $786,912.50. Usthe
in
lodesgtar,
Counsel for inservencr estimates $365,213.40 repre
sents
fees
and
costs
red before the
Parties executed
the settlement agreement in this cage at the conclusion Incur
of
the
‘enor’ counse’s proposed hourly rate is considerably higher than Plaintiff' mediation,
s counsel, and
bringing the two ladestars
elaser into line isa basls for the Court's allocation below
,
“he total fund for fees and costs in the Settlement i $429,000. As ellocated above
the
Courts awarding an
ag regate of $36,915.45 in costs to the two sets of tounsel, and the , Court
tive incentive awards to Plaintiff and to Intervenor of $2,500 each

awards aggregate attorneys’ fees of $387,084.55. The Court apportions the
75 to counsel for Plaintiff and $123,737.80 (which represents approxim
Sr intervenor incurred through the mediation) to counsel for intervenor ately
s, The
award is appropriatein ight ofthe aggregate work performed,
the
risks
of
class
action
results obtained

DERS that 10% of the total fee rdto be kept
in the administrator's
trus
‘ompletion of the cistribution process awa
and Court approval ofa final accounting. t
comaliance hear Augugst 16, 2022 in Dept. 14, which shou
ld be
lon ofthe distribution process ofin
and the expiration ofthe time
to
nsf and the Administrator to comply with section 384(b) of cash cheeks,
the Cade of Chil
Submit a summary accounting how the fundhave
s been distributtoedthe

class members and the status of any unresolved issues. Ifthe distribution is completed, the
back
fees.
of attorney
Court will at that time release any holdREPRESENTATIVE INCENTIVE AWARD
Plaintiff Howard Clark's request for a service award of $2,500 is GRANTED. The Court
also grants a service award to intervenor Moran of $2,500.
SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION
PROVES the employment of Kroll Settlement Administration as the
‘Settlement Administrator. Administration costs not to exceed $360,388.65 shall be paid from
‘the Settlemer
ding to the terms of the Settlement Agreement
to the Settlement.
‘Administrator.
February

24, 2022
‘Michael M. Markman
Judge, Superior Court of California
‘Alameda County
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